
Safe, Reliable & Durable 

Cold Pad’s fruitful collaboration for a first installation offshore Malaysia

18 June 2019 – Malaysia Deepwater Production Contractor (MDPC), 

Time Marine & Cold Pad are proud to announce the first successful 

installation of C-CLAWTM offshore Malaysia. The operation was carried 

out on FPSO Kikeh, a MISC/SBM joint-owned asset in May 2019, for the 

installation of a walk-over stair platform on top a crude oil tank. No hot 

works were implemented. The Marine Manager in charge of Operation 

Support stated that C-CLAW gave an “Easy fix for a supposedly more 

complicated task”.  He emphasized that this technology has the potential 

to provide a “flexible solution for many various applications in the oil & 

gas industry” and as such make offshore maintenance operations safer 

and more cost effective. 

The Offshore installation was performed by TIME MARINE, a locally trained offshore maintenance contractor. 

The project manager was impressed by the “portability of the equipment and the drastic reduction of associated 

operations : no hot works = reduced safety hazards, no paint touch up” 

C-CLAWTM is a non-intrusive, heavy-duty fastener with a process-controlled installation. C-CLAWTM offers a quick,

reliable and durable fastening solution for FPSO outfitting, maintenance and modification operations for cable

trays, pipe supports, skids, handrails, ladders and more…. 

COLD PAD is a French company that provides innovative solutions designed to enhance the reliability of structural 

bonding for the Offshore industry and especially FPSOs (maintenance and life extension). COLDPAD solutions 

include FPSO hull & deck repairs through cold work techniques allowing to maximize production uptime. 

TIME MARINE, is an integrated service provider for the Marine and Oil and Gas industry, with services ranging 

from Structure and Piping Fabrication, Offshore Construction, Hook-up and Commissioning. Whether it is a new 

project, an upgrade or maintenance, Time Marine provide timely and cost-effective solutions to the Client. 


